Intellectual Property of Mariamalia Hidalgo
Topics Oral Presentations - Language 11th Grade
Speech - Language 11th Grade - I Period
Due date: TBA
8% - Groups of 3 (Do not meet outside school, split the work)
Objectives:
Expressing ideas orally without the need of memorization.
Applying proper vocabulary and grammar.
Summarizing and paraphrasing the researched topic.
Showing creativity, responsibility and cooperation, among other values, at all times.
Choose a topic:
- Cyber friendship
- Clothing styles and fashion
- DNA
- Cosmetic surgery
- Genetically engineered crops
- Living offline
- Internal combustion engine
- Medical technology
- Superstitions and beliefs
- Fact or fiction?

- Friendship among men and women
- The importance of first impressions
- Thought identification
- Internet privacy concerns
- Microchip implants
- Social media
- Large scale farming
- Renewable energy technology
- Famous hoaxes
- The effects of technology (positive and negative)

Develop the topic thoroughly. Include a PowerPoint presentation and a video of 3 minutes
maximum. Any additional materials to enrich the work are not required but appreciated. The
projector and materials must be set up before the class starts.
The presentation can be made before the due date, but never after.

Speech - Language 11th Grade - II Period
Due date: TBA
8% - Groups of 3 (Do not meet outside school, split the work)
Objectives:
Expressing ideas orally without the need of memorization.
Applying proper vocabulary and grammar.
Summarizing and paraphrasing the researched topic.
Showing creativity, responsibility and cooperation, among other values, at all times.
Choose a topic:
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- your favorite TV show
- your favorite book / author
- a review of a TV show / book
- TV
- movies
- literature
- conflicting views on TV (see p. 38)
- music
- secrets of success
- alternative lifestyles
- hybrid cars
- organic produce
- telecommuting
- vitamins
- alternative therapies
- vegetarianism
- cosmetic surgery
- ancient traditions
- how to cope with change
- internet shopping
- best stores worldwide
- effective advertising
- marketing strategies
Develop the topic thoroughly. Include a PowerPoint presentation and a video of 3 minutes
maximum. Any additional materials to enrich the work are not required but appreciated. The
projector and materials must be set up before the class starts.
The presentation can be made before the due date, but never after.
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Evaluation Criteria
Total points: 60

* Although it’s pair work, each student is evaluated separately.
** Reading during the presentation is not permitted.
*** The PowerPoint presentation can only have pictures, charts, headings, titles and captions.
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